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Suppose that n competitors participate in r races so that each competitor obtains a result 
consisting of r platings. The set of all possible results can be given a lattice structure. This 
structure is a partially ordered set with the notion of dimension defined in terms of linear 
orders which extend the partial order. This notion is investigated for linear orders which satisfy 
certain axioms. Previous work has shown how these axioms arise naturally when the ranking of 
the set of all results is carried out using a ranking function. 
1. Introduction 
Ranking functions arise naturally from the problem of ranking n competitors 
who participate in r races. After the r races each competitor has a result 
consisting of his r placings. For convenience these will be written in ascending 
order (a~j)l,j~r. If n = 4 and r = 6 a typical result is (1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4). 
We fix n and r and consider two ways in which to achieve a final ranking of the 
competitors which distinguishes between all pairs of distinct results. 
(i) Define a ranking function F, which is a non-negative function defined on 
the first n positive integers with 
F(j)>F(j+I), l<-j<-n-1. 
In each race the competitor finishing in the jth position is awarded a score F(j). 
The sum of the scores over the r races gives each competitor a final score and a 
final ranking. 
(ii) It is easy to show (see [6]) that there is a total of (n +~-1) results. A second 
approach to the ranking problem is to simply assign a linear order to these 
results. 
The paper [6] is concerned with the relationship between these two approaches. 
For fixed n and r two ranking functions are said to be equivalent if they give the 
same ranking to the (n +~-1) results. It is shown in [6] that there is a one to one 
correspondence between equivalence classes of ranking functions which rank the 
results without ties and linear orders which satisfy two axioms. 
In the present paper our initial concern will be with these axioms for the linear 
orders and they are restated from [6]. 
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Axiom 1. I f  two results (O[])l<~j<~r and (flj)l<-j~r satisfy the condition o:j <<-flj, for 
1 <~j <<- r, with at least one strict inequality, then the result (aj)~/<_, is ranked above 
the result (fli)1<<4<~. 
Axiom 2 (A consistency axiom). There does not exist a result R of length pr, 
p >t2, such that R = [..JiP=zAi and R = [..)iP=l Bi, where Ai and Bi are results of 
length r and Ai > Bi for 1 <~ i < p. (Here I,.J~=l Ai and [_JiP=l Bi are "unions" where 
repeated elements are permitted.) 
Example 1.1. Let n = 4 and r = 2 and consider the linear order 
(1, 1) (1, 2) (1, 3) (2, 2) (2, 3) (1, 4) (2, 4) (3, 3) (3, 4) (4, 4). 
Axiom 2 is not satisfied when R = (1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4) and the decomposition of R is 
taken to be (1,3)>(2,2) ,  (2,3)>(1,4) ,  (2 ,4)>(3,3) .  
The set of (n +~-1) results will be denoted by L(n, r). Let a¢ = (C~/)l~j<_r and 
fl = (flj)l~j~r be two elements of L(n, r). A partial order P is defined on L(n, r) 
by a~ < fl if and only if 
~j~j, for 1 <~j~r, 
with a strict inequality for at least one j. It is easy to show that L(n, r) is a 
distributive lattice with this binary relation and that the lattice structure arises 
precisely from the application of Axiom 1 to the set of results. 
Example 1.2. The lattice L(4, 2) is shown in Fig. 1. 
In Section 2 we shall use the theory of restricted partitions to obtain 
information about the lattice L(n, r). Motivated by what happens there we 
(i,i) 
~ (3 ,4 )  
(4 ,4 )  
Fig. 1. 
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establish a lattice isomorphism between L(p, q) and L(q + l ,p -  1). This 
isomorphism raises several interesting questions concerning the dimension of 
L(p, q) and its realisation in terms of linear orders which satisfy the Axioms 1 
and 2. At this stage we leave the definitions of these concepts until Section 3. 
2. Lattice properties 
A different representation f the lattice L(n, r) can be obtained by replacing 
the placing j by n -  j. (This can be interpreted as the number of competitors 
defeated.) 
Example 2.1. If n = 4 and r = 6 the result (1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4) has the new repre- 
sentation (3, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0). 
With this definition a rank function R is defined on L(n, r) by 
R(x)= E xj, 
j---I 
where x = (Xj)l<~j<~,- 
This satisfies the usual definition of a rank function on a partially ordered set. 
Namely R(x) = 0 if x is minimal and R(y) = R(x) + 1 if y covers x. 
The elements of rank j define the jth level of the lattice L(n, r) and we have the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. The jth level of  L(n, r) contains P (n -  1, r, j) elements, where 
P(n - 1, r, j) is the number of restricted partitions of j into at most r parts each 
<~n -- 1. 
Proof. We note that the usual definition of a partition does not allow zeros. It 
suffices to make the observation that the number of partitions in the usual sense 
of j into at most r parts, each <~n - 1, is equal to the number of ways of writing j
as a sum of precisely r non-negative integers each ~<n - 1. [] 
From the theory of restricted partitions (see [1]) we have that for 0~<j ~< 
(n -  1)r, 
(i) P(n  - 1, r, y )= P (n  - 1, r, (n - 1)r-  j), 
(ii) P(n - 1, r, j )=  P(r, n - 1, j). 
The result (ii) motivated the following theorem and also its proof which is akin to 
a technique used in partition theory. 
Theorem 2.3. For all positive integers n and r there exists a lattice isomorphism 
between L(n, r) and L(r + 1, n - 1). 
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Proof. We represent an element x = (Xl, x2, • • •, xr) of L(n, r) as follows. First 
we write xl dots in a row. Then we write x2 dots in a row under the xl dots 
beginning on the left. This procedure is repeated for x3, x4, • • •, xr. Note that a 0 
is represented by an empty row. For example if we take n = 5 and r = 6 the 
representation for (4, 3, 2, 1, 1, 0) is shown in Fig. 2. We observe that the dot 
diagram contains at most n - 1 columns and at most r non-empty rows. 
Fig. 2. 
We represent an element (zl, z2, • . . ,  7-n-1) of L(r + 1, n - 1) by writing zl 
(where Zl ~< r) dots in the first column, z2 dots in the second column etc., always 
beginning at the top and continuing for n - 1 columns. Thus for L(7, 4) the dot 
diagram in Fig. 2 corresponds to (5, 3, 2, 1). In this way we establish a one to one 
correspondence between elements of L(n, r) and L(r + 1, n - 1). Corresponding 
elements have the same dot diagram. 
An element x of L(n, r) covers just those other elements whose representation 
is obtained by removing a single dot from the representation of x. A similar 
statement applies to L(r + 1, n - 1). Thus the one to one correspondence extends 
to a lattice isomorphism. [] 
3. Dimension results 
In this section we return to use the representation for L(n, r) defined in Section 
1 and we investigate the partial order P. First we briefly give some further 
definitions. For the origins of these definitions and early results concerning partial 
orders in general see [3]. For more recent results see [4]. 
A linear order L is called a linear extension of P provided te < fl in L whenever 
tr < fl in P. Le t / (  be a collection of linear orders on L(n, r). Then the partial 
order P is said to be realised by K provided that x < y in P if and only if x < y in 
K for each K belonging to/ ( .  
The dimension of L(n, r) is defined to be the smallest number (necessarily 
finite, see [3]) d(n, r) of linear extensions of P which realises P. 
We denote by A(n, r) the collection of linear extensions of L(n, r) which satisfy 
Axioms 1 and 2. Our next theorem depends on the one to one correspondence 
between linear orders which satisfy Axiom 1 and 2 and equivalence classes of 
ranking functions. The idea behind the proof is simple and we shall try to convey 
it without excessive detail. The examples which follow will expand on this. 
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Theorem 3.1. L(n, r) is realised by A(n,  r). 
Proof. It suffices to show that for any pair t~ and fl of incomparable lements 
there exists linear orders L1 and L2 in A(n,  r) such that tr < fl in L1 and fl < te in 
L2. By the one to one correspondence, to do this we need only find ranking 
functions ~ and f2 such that fl ranks fl ahead of tr and f2 ranks tr ahead of ft. 
Suppose that tr and fl are two such results and that placings common to both 
have been deleted to give two new results & and/~ each of length p ~< r. That is, 
a = (~1, ~2, •.  •,  ~p), ~ = (t i l ,  t i2 , . . . ,  tip), 
and (t~l, tY2, • • . ,  o:p) N (til, ti2, . . •, tip) = O. Furthermore, since these results are 
incomparable we can assume without loss of generality that there exists q, 
l<q<~p,  such that a~k<fig, l~<k~<q-1 ,  and O~q>tiq. For example, if 
& = (1, 1, 4, 4, 7, 7) and/~ - (2, 3, 5, 6, 6, 8), then q = 5. 
Next we consider the equation 
(x~, + x~2 +"  . + x~,) - (x~1 +. -  • +x~, )  = 0 
and show that there exists a solution of this equation which also satisfies the 
condition xi > x2 > x3 > • • • > xn/> 0. (We note that every Xk, 1 ~< k ~ n, does not 
necessarily appear in the equation.) This can easily be done. One way is to make 
the initial guess Xk = (n + 1) -- k, 1 ~ k ~ n; and substitute into the equation. If 
the left-hand side is negative x~, can be increased. If the right-hand side is 
positive each xj, j >I tiq-~ can be reduced. This will achieve what is required in 
every situation including various repetitions of placings. After this adjustment i is 
possible that x,, is negative but this can be remedied by increasing every x,, 
1 ~< k <~ n, by a positive constant. 
To summarise, we have shown that the hyperplane 
(x~l + x~2 +- -  -x~p) - (x~, +- - -  + x~p) = 0 
intersects the interior of the region XI>X2>X3>' ' "  >X n 90.  The ranking 
functions f~ and f2 can be chosen to correspond to points (xl, x2 , . . . ,  x,) on 
opposite sides of this hyperplane. This completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
We are now in a position to pose a deeper question. Can L(n, r) be realised by 
a unique set of precisely d(n, r) linear orders from A(n, r)? A partial answer will 
be obtained using some ideas from [5]. If F is a ranking function, m a positive 
constant, and c a constant, then 
E( j )  = mF( j )  + c 
defines an equivalent ranking function provided E(n)  >>- O. Consequently one need 
only consider equivalence classes of normalised ranking functions with F(1) = 1 
and F(n) = 0. In particular if n = 3 a normalised ranking function is defined by 
fixing F(2) in the interval (0, 1). Equivalence classes then correspond to open 
intervals in (0, 1). 
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Example 3.2. for n = 3 and r = 2 the equivalence classes are (0, ½) and (½, 1) and 
correspond to 
f (1 )+f (3 )>2f (2 ) ,  and f (1 )+f (3 )<2f (2 ) .  
The hyperplane Xl + x3 - 2x2 = 0 corresponds to the value f(2) = ½. 
In fact for n = 3 and r t> 2 the hyperplanes always correspond under the 
normalisation to points in (0, 1). An enumeration of these points is carried out in 
[5]. We also have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. I f  n = 3 and r >- 2, L(3, r) has dimension 2 and this is realised by a 
unique pair o f  linear orders in A(3, r). 
Proof. Let the hyperplanes correspond to the points r~, r2, • • •, rlv, where 
0<r l<r2<"""  <rN< 1. 
Choose L1 to be the unique linear order corresponding to a ranking function f~ in 
(0, rl) and choose L2 to be the unique linear order corresponding to a ranking 
function j~ in (rN, 1). Clearly f~ and 3~ separate all pairs of incomparable elements. 
That is, they lie on opposite sides of all hyperplanes. Also no other pair of 
equivalence classes does this. Hence L~ and L2 are unique and the dimension is 
2. [] 
From this theorem we see that L(3, 3) has dimension 2 and by the isomorphism 
Theorem 2.3 so does L(4, 2). We now ask if L(4, 2) can be realised by a unique 
pair of linear orders from A(4, 2)? The following example shows that this is 
indeed the case. 
Example 3.4. Let n = 4 and r = 2, f (2 )= x and f (3)= y. Then the normalised 
ranking functions correspond to points in the open region bounded by the triangle 
with edges x=y,  x=l ,  y=0.  Referring to Fig. 1, we write down the 
incomparable pairs of results and the corresponding hyperplanes; 
(1, 3)(2, 2), l+y  =2x, 
(1, 4) (2, 2), 1 = 2x, 
(1, 4) (2, 3), 1 = x + y, 
(1, 4) (3, 3), 1 = 2y, 
(2, 4) (3, 3), x = 2y. 
These lines are drawn in Fig. 3 and we see that there are ten equivalence 
classes of normalised ranking functions corresponding to the interiors of the ten 
triangles. 
We now seek two linear orders from A(4, 2) which realise L(4, 2). This 
corresponds to finding a pair of regions which lie on opposite sides of each of the 
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Fig. 3. 
five hyperplanes. Note that in Fig. 3 only the regions A and B lie above y = ½ and 
hence one of these must be included in the pair. By the same token only the 
regions C and D lie to the left of x = ½ and hence one of these must be included in 
the pair. By checking pairs it can be seen that B and D is the unique pair of 
regions which achieves the required result. 
We give one more example which shows that the set of linear orders in A(n, r) 
which realises the dimension eed not be unique. Its existence in general remains 
an open question. 
Exmnple 3.5. Let n = 4 and r = 3. We shall not reproduce the lattice L(4, 3) but 
we note that it appears in [2, p. 49] in the context of cardinal powers and that it is 
not planar. This is interesting because by a theorem of Baker a finite lattice which 
is not planar must have dimension at least three. (See [4] for further information 
about this.) Construction of the appropriate figure in terms of normalised rankng 
functions shows that L(4, 3) can be realised by three linear orders from A(4, 3). 
This along with the theorem mentioned above shows that the dimension is 3. 
However the set of linear orders is not unique. The detail is too great to include 
but as a checkpoint we report that there are 20 hyperplanes yielding 76 regions 
which are triangles and 4 which are quadrilaterals. 
Addendum 
Since this manuscript was prepared, Professors W.T. Trotter and V. R6dl have 
kindly made it known that they have been able to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem. Let L(n, r) be the poset of all results from n competitors and r races. 
For each r >I 3 and each positive integer t, there exists a constant no (depending on 
r and t) so that if n ~ no and {L1, Lz , . . . ,  Lt} is any family of linear extensions 
forming a realizer of L(n, r), there is some L~ which violates the consistency 
axiom. 
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As a consequence of this theorem, the open question is settled in the negative 
since if true it would imply that L(n, r) can be realised by r linear extensions each 
of which is consistent. 
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